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By adhering to NICE guidelines, could it be possible to avoid CT scan brain in
patients presenting with head injury safely?
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Abstract
Aims: An audit to assess the competency of NICE guidelines in patients presenting with head
injury and if guidelines are followed is it possible to safely avoid doing unnecessary CT scan?
Materials and Methods: Retrospective audit of all patients attending the hospital’s emergency
department over a time period of one year with the head injury. Case notes and electronic needs were
reviewed to determine whether the CT scan brain was indicated in line with the NICE guidelines.
Results: Of 1187 CT scan brain request, 340 were for the head injury. 324 (95.3%) were reported
as normal. 124(36.47%) were done as per criteria set by NICE for head injury and 216 (63.53%)
were done against it.
Conclusion: NICE guidelines are deemed competent in the management of head injury and can
be safely followed. The A&E department can see a significant decrease in the number of CT scan
brain request by following them.
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Introduction
In June 2003, NICE published guidelines on Triage, Assessment,
Investigation and Early Management of Head Injury in Infants,
Children and Adults (Figure 1) [1,2]. The primary concern is
clinically important head injury. 11 indications for CT are given,
with the suggestion that CT should be completed within one
hour of request in all but two of these indications. For these two
exceptions, CT should be completed within eight hours of the
injury. The present audit aimed to determine the competency of
NICE guideline in the management of patients presenting with
head injury and confident decision whether to opt for imaging
(Computed tomography of brain) or discharge the patient by
strictly following the guidelines as decided by national institute
for clinical excellence for the head injury.

Methods
The retrospective audit was carried out at Our Lady’s Hospital
Navan, Navan, Co.Meath, Ireland. The inclusion criteria was
all the patients who attended the A&E with the head injury
regardless of number of hours post trauma and type of head
injury sustained above the age of 12. Exclusion criteria were
children under the age of 12. We defined ‘‘head injury’’ as any
trauma to the head except superficial injuries to the face. Scalp
hematoma, age related changes, incidental finding of lesions
in the brain, CT facial bone and their positive finding done
and reported in conjunction with the CT brain were labeled as
normal in this study as the sole purpose is to assess intracranial
trauma. The audit covered a 12 months period strictly from 1st
of January 2017 to 31st of December 2017. Firstly, data was
collected from the radiology department of the patients who
underwent CT scan brain in A&E [3]. After which, using the
hospital’s medical record computer data base for the radiology
(RIS) patient who underwent CT scan brain for the head injury
were scanned and a generic research was conducted on age, sex,
GCS at the time of presentation, Indication for undergoing CT
3

Figure 1. NICE guidelines for Selection of adults for CT head scan.
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scan brain [4,5], type of head injury sustained, whether there
was any LOC or not, use of anticoagulants, time after the CT
scan was reported and outcome of CT scan brain [6]. Data was
entered in the Microsoft excel (Table 1) and further analysis
was carried out with the help of IBM SPSS statistics trail
version. We identified 340 cases and reviewed the case notes
and electronic medical records to determine whether the CT had
been requested within the existing NICEHI guideline.

Results
A total of 1187 CT scan brain request were made during the
period reviewed, and there were 340 head injuries (male: 198
(58.25%), female: 142 (41.8%)). The age of the youngest
patient who had CT scan brain due to head injury was of 14
years of age and the age of the oldest patient was 97 years old
with a mean age of 46.65% and standard deviation of 22.023.
327 (96.2%) had the GCS of 15/15, 8 (2.4%) patients had the
GCS of 14/15, 3 (0.9%) patients had the GCS of 13/15, 1 (0.3%)
patient had the GCS of 11/15, 1 (0.3%) had the GCS of 7/15

at the time of presentation in the A&E after sustaining head
injury. Out of 340 patients, 212 (62.4%) of the patients didn’t
had LOC, while documented LOC was observed in 128 (37.6%)
of the patients immediately after the head injury. Mechanical
fall was the mechanism of head injury in 130 (38.2%) of the
patients followed by RTA in 44 (12.9%) of the patients. Some
of the patients sustained head injury as a result of collapsed 39
(11.5%) and as a result of assault 37 (10.9%). Head injuries due
to sports were responsible for 32 (9.4%). Other less common
causes include traumatic head injury due to farm animals,
heavy object fall on head and seizure followed by head injury.
325 (95.5%) of the CT scan brain were reported as normal
with pathologies identified in only 15 (4.41%) of the patients.
Common pathologies identified were subdural hematoma in
5 (1.5%) patients, extradural hematoma in 2 (0.6%) patients,
intracranial hemorrhage in 2 (0.6%) patients, surface hemorrhage
in 2 (0.6%) patients, contusion in 2 (0.6%) patients and subgleal
hematoma (0.3%) patients (Table 2).

Table 1. Headache with associated symptoms such as blurring of vision, nausea, dizziness, confusion, drowsiness, visible injuries and neck pain.
CT scans brain that were done as per clinical indication set by NICE for
head injury= 124(36.47%)

CT scans brain that were done against the criteria set by NICE for head
injury=216(63.53%)

NICE 1 GCS <13 on initial assessment= 5 (1.47%)

Headache= 70 (20.59%)

NICE 2 GCS <15 at 2 hours after injury on assessment in the emergency
department= 7(2.06%)

Headache with associated symptoms= 58(17.06%)

NICE 3 Suspected open or depressed skull fracture=1(0.29%)

Patients Qualified for NICE NEXT STEP in which clinical indication NICE 1 to 7 was
not present but other risk factors not present as well, which include

NICE 4 Any sign of basal skull fracture=31(9.12%)

Age >65 years

NICE 5 Post-traumatic seizure=0

A history of bleeding or clotting disorder

NICE 6 Focal neurological deficit=11(3.24%)

Dangerous mechanism of injury (a pedestrian or cyclist struck by a motor vehicle,
an occupant ejected from a motor vehicle or a fall from height of > than 1 meter or 5
stairs)

NICE 7 More than one episode of vomiting since the head injury=12 (3.53%)

More than 30 minutes’ retrograde amnesia of events immediately before the head
injury LOC ± 83(24.41%), Amnesia=5 (1.47%)

Ct Scans Brain That Were Done As Per Clinical Indication Set By NICE For Head Injury (Patients Qualified for NICE NEXT STEP in which clinical indication NICE
1 to 7 was not present, however, other risk factor present which include)
Age >65 years
A history of bleeding or clotting disorder
Dangerous mechanism of injury (a pedestrian or cyclist struck by a motor vehicle, an occupant ejected from a motor vehicle or a fall from height of > than 1 meter or 5
stairs)
More than 30 minutes’ retrograde amnesia of events immediately before the head injury
LOC +ve= 22 (6.47%), Amnesia= 5(1.47%) and risk factor present such as Current Warfarin Treatment= 30 (8.82%)

Table 2. Positive yield in the number of ct scans that were done as per nice guideline, their age sex, clinical indication, loc +, -, gcs at the time of
presentation, type of head injury susutained and abnormality found.
Age

Sex

Clinical indication

Gcs at the time of
presentaion

Type of head injury
sustained

Loc +
or -

Abnormality found

25

F

NICE 4 signs of basal skul fracture

15/15

sports

+

extra dural hematoma

28

M

NICE 7, more than one episode of vomiting

15/15

mechanical fall

-

intracranical hemorrhage

87

F

NICE 1, GCS less than 13 at initial assessment

7/15

mechanical fall

-

subdural hematoma

36

M

NICE 6 focal neurology

15/15

object fall on head

-

subgleal hematoma

NICE 7, more than one episode of vomiting

15/15

collapse and sustain head
injury

-

hemarrahgic contusion

72

F

86

M

NICE 4, signs of basal skul fracture

15/15

mechanical fall

-

subdural hematoma

97

F

NICE 4, signs of basal skul fracture

15/15

mechanical fall

+

subdural hematoma

35

M

NICE 4, signs of basal skul fracture

15/15

assault

+

subdural hematoma

62

M

NICE 3, skull fracture

15/15

mechanical fall

-

extra dural hematoma

76

F

NICE 6 focal neurology

15/15

mechanical fall

+

intracranical hemorrhage

18

M

NICE 7, more than one episode of vomiting

15/15

assault

-

surface hemorrhage

27

F

NICE 6 focal neurology

15/15

mechanical fall

-

subdural hematoma

38

M

NICE 6, focal neurology

15/15

mechanical fall

+

depressed skull fracture

18

M

NICE 7, more than one episode of vomiting

15/15

assault

-

surface hemorrhage
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Table 3. Positive yield in the number of ct scans that were done against nice guideline, their age sex, clinical indication, loc +, -, gcs at the time of
presentation, type of head injury susutained and abnormality found.
Age

Sex

Clinical indication

Gcs at the time of
presentation

Type of head injury
sustained

Loc

Abnormality found

53

M

not NICE crieteria exception

15/15

road traffic accident

-

hemorrhagic contusion

Discussion
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the management of head injury and labeled as NOT NICE
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CRITERIA, patients were analyzed for next step in the NICE
guideline and was labeled as NICE NEXT STEP, which include
whether the patient is on current warfarin treatment, whether
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